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Can Smtegy Instruction ImProve
Listening Comprehension?

Irene Thompson
Joan Rubin

The George Washington UniuercitY

T1ST7p.ACT Thit poper is a report of a classroom-based, longitudinal study of the effect of

leamer strategy instruction on listening comprehension. The subjects were students enrolled in
-  -^!^t^)

a required third-yearRussran tanguoge caurse at a uniuersity. The listening mateials consisted

of uideo segments from simutatia iwhentic mateiols deueloped for leamers of Russian, seg'

menrc from Russian teleuision, and mouies. The hypothesis thot systematic instruction in the

use of strategies will result in the improuement of listening comprehension was confirmed'

Introduction
Ustening comprehension has emerged as an

important and distinct second/foreign lan-

guage skill (Bymes 1984; Dunkel 1991; Joiner

f g9i; Krashen 1981) leading teachers to look

for ways to facilitate improvement of leamer

performance in this skill.
A recent review of second language listen-

ing comprehension research (Rubin 1994)

identified five major factors that affect listen-

ing comprehension: text characteristics, inter-

loiutor characteristics, task characteristics,
I iste ner characteristics, and p rocess character-

istics. This paper reports on a classroom-based
Iongitudinal experiment that considered
pto-.tt characteristics, namely, the effect of

itrategy instruction on improvement in second

lan guage listening Performance.
All recent studies describe llstening as an

active process in which listenen selbct and in-

terpret information that comes from auditory

and visual clues in order to define what is

going on and what the speakers are trying to

""pr.tt 
(Clark and Clark 1977; Mendelsohn

1995; Richards 1983). The challenge for sec-

ond/foreign language teachers is to facilitate

this process of attending and interpreting by

helping leamen use their knowledge of the

world and language, in processing informa-

tion through listening. David Mendelsohn
(1995, 133) argues that the task of language
teachers is to teach students how to listen by

using strategies that will lead to better com-
prehension, rather than merely give students

an opportunity to listen. The purpose of this

study is to add to our understanding of the
process whereby teachers can facilitate the

second/foreign language (hereafter U/FL) lis-

tening process.

Research on Listening Sbategles
Studies of the listening strategies of success

ful language leamen have identified a number

of cognitive and metacognitive strategies that

l2lFL listeners use (DeFillipis Ig80; Laviosa
1991a and l99lb; Murphy lg85; O'Malley,
Chamot, and Kupper 1989; Rost and Ross 1991;
Vandergrift 1992). Cognitive strategies are be

haviors, techniques, or actions used by leamen
to facilitate acquisition of knowledge or a skill
(Derry and Murphy 1986; Rubin 1987). These
strategies arise as responses to specific pro-

cessing problems that learners encounter'
Metacognitive stmtegies are management tech-

niques bywhich leamers control their leaming
process via planning, monitoring, evaluating,
and modifying their leaming approaches

$ubin 1990).
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The list of cognitive strategies used in lis

tening identified by the above studies in-

clude-s elaborating, inferencing, predicting'

Iistening to the known (cognates, transfer'

grammir), and visualization (when input is

iuditory only). Metacognitive operations used

by suciessful language leamen-include open

and flexible use bf strategies ('lvlurphy 1985)

and self-monitoring (O'Malley, Chamot' and

Kupper 1989).'
S"cona language researchers have also

noted that the difference between expert and

novice leamers is not lust in the array of strate

gies used, but rather in the manner in which

i"u*"o use selFmanagement (metacognitive

strategies) to define tasks and select and eval-

uate the effectiveness of their strategies (Abn-

ham and Vann 1987; Vann and Abraham

1990; Chamot and O'Malley, 1994; Laviosa

1991a). Laviosa notes: "The efficiency or inef-

ficienty of any particular strategy employed

appears to depend not only on the subiecb'

Ll'knowledge, but mainly on individual dif-
'ferences in perceiving the problems and on

their ability to employ strategies and orches

trate the uie of a variety of strategies" (109)'

Research in l2lFL listening has also re-

vealed that effective use of strategies depends

on many factors, among them proficiency

level, task definition, and background knowl-

edge (Rubin 1994)- Illustrative of the complex

interplay among these variables are the find-

ings of 
-Laviosa, 

who identified five different

leimer profiles for successful advanced leam-

ers of lialian. For example, one learner lis-

tened repeatedly until the sounds separated

themselves into meaningful connections' An'

other looked for key words. Choice of stntery

appeared dependent on many variables: abil-

ity-to perceive and decode words, identifica-

tion of important meanings, and'flexibility in

establishing the relationship between word

meaning and main idea.
Cognitive theory research forsubject mater-

id ot[er than language has shown that when

leamers combine cognitive and metacogni-

tive strategies, they not only leam more but

can also transfer strategies from task to task'

and continue to use the strategies over time

@rown and Palincsar 1982)'
" Ample evidence linksstrategy instruction to

imprwed performance (for subjects other

than language, see review by Derry and Mur-

phy 1936). in foreign and second language

ieaming, str:itegy initruction has been linked

to impioved vocabulary acqu-isition (Cohen

unJ Apnuk 1988), speaking (O'lvlalley 1987)'

and reading (Hosenfeld, Arnold' Kirchofer'

Laciura, and Wilson l98l)'

Only two l2lFL studies have attempted to

instruit students in the use of listening strate

gies. The fint experiment, reported by O'Mal-

iey (fgAD, taught one group of intermediate

teuuf nign school ESL students both a

metacognitive and a cognitive strategy' and

the other group only a cognitive strategy' A

control group was not taught any strategies at

all. Instruction was very short and took place

over a twoweek period for a total of approxi-

mately t hour and 45 minutes' The results in-

dicated that while the two strategy groups

p"tfo*ud significantly better on some of the

Ouify tests, ttieir posttest scores approached

but lailed to reach significance' The reasons

,ulgutt"O for these results were that the

amount of instruction was insufficient for the

iirut"gi"t to become automatic' and the

posttelt video was probably too difficult and

not particularly interesting for students who

had little background knowledge about the

topics pro"ntud. Further, O'Malley suggeited

that leamen might have done better if they

had been given more opportunity to manage

the leaming process by being allowed to se

lect the strategY theY would use'

A second experiment (Rubin' Quinn' and

Enos 1938) considered the most appropriate

rype of liitening strategy instruction while

uting video. Three Wpes of strategy instruc-

tion,lollowing the work of Brown and Palinc-

sar (1982), were provided to Englishspeaking

higfr school students in second-year Spanish'

tti"t" were three experimental groups that

were exposed to three different teaching

strategies. In the'fint (blind) condition' leam-

"o 
*ir" not given the names of the stntegies

nor told about their usefulness' In the second

(informed) condition, leamers were given the
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name of the strategies and told about theiruse

fulness. In the third (self<ontrol) condition,

Ieamers were given the names of the stmtegies,

toid about their usefulness, and also given an

opportunity to compare the usefulness of

strategies with different kinds of texs and tasks'

In addition, there were two control groups' The

first control group saw all the videos but re

ceived no strategy instruction. The second con-

trol group did not see any of the videos nor

receive any strategy instruction' Students were

taught three cognitive strategies: prediction/

verification, cognates, and storyline' Each strat-

egy was taught four times on four separate

days. Performance was measured by daily

qrizo and by pre and posttests. Although this

experiment demonstrated no difference due to

type of instruction, some of the strategy train-

ing was nonetheless effective. Nl three experi-

mental groups representing the three

conditions described above outperformed the

control group on one of the four days' The ex-

perimenters attributed this to the fact that on

ihat day, students viewed the hardest video,

which required use of strategies. On the other

three days, the videos were not difficult

enough to require use of stntegies'
The Rubin, Quinn, and Enos study points to

the critical role that teacher orientation and

developmettt of expertise in leamer sbategies
plays in facilitating studen6' ability to use

learner strategies. Rubin, Quinn, and Enos

also note the importance of teacher commit-

ment to a strategic approach to teaching'

These conclusions are corroborated by the

work of Chamot and her associates (see, for

example, Chamot et al. 1993)- Researchers

also note that for strategy instruction to be ef-

fective, it must be implemented gradually

over an extended period of time (O'Malley

1987; Chamot et al. 1993).
A major conclusion of this experiment was

that use of video significantly enhanced lis

tening for the experimental and one of the

control groups. Subiects exposed to video

during the entire experiment had a 50 percent

improvement in listening comprehension as

compared to 32 percent improvement forsub-

iects who were exposed to the video only dur-

ing the pre and posttests. Another finding of

thL research was that extensive teacher train-

ing in strategy instruction is critical in any

leimer strategy instruction and in experi-

ments assessing the effect of such instruction'

The review of research on listening strate-

gies presents strong evidence for the effective

use of cognitive and metacognitive strategies

by expert listeners. In addition, it shows that

the use of video in listening comprehension
facilitates information processing. Finally, it

presents evidence that teacher fam i I iarity with

itrategies and ability to impart strategy in-

struction is an important variable- What is

missing, however, is astrong demonstration of

a positive relationship between strategy in-

struction and leamer performance on listen-

ing tasks.

Purpose of this ExPeriment
To test the hypothesis that systematic in-

struction in the use of a ftInge of cognitive and

metacognitive strategies will result in im-

provement of listening comprehension, we

designed and canied out a classroom-based
longitudinal study. The study focused on the

effect of both cognitive and metacognitive
strategy instruction on listening comprehen-
sion pirformance in Russian, bearing in mind

the critical importance of teacher familiaritv
with leamer strategies and the importance of

video in listening comprehension.

Research Desigu

Subjects
Oursubiects were students enrolled in a re

quired third-year Russian language course at

The George Washington University whose

speaking ability was in the ACTFL Novice

High-lntermediate Low range at the beginning
of the year. These students were exposed to

spoken Russian mostly through teacher talk

and through taped dialogs associated with

their textbook and had no prior experience
with authentic Russian in oneway listening
situations

Because we recognized that Russian enroll-

inents tend to be relatively small, we decided
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to use students from two academic years as
cohort Two intact sections of third-year Rus*
ian participated in the study during the fall of
l99l and spring of 1992. Unfortunately, in the
fall of 1992 there were not enough third-year
students to form two sections. Afterconfening
with our statistician, we decided to use the
1992-93 cohort as another experimental
group. To control for the amount of exposure
to spoken Russian, we excluded students who
failed to complete both semesten of video in-
struction, who had spent a semester or rnore
in Russia, and who spoke Russian or other
Slavic languages at home. Ourtwo cohorts are
described in Table | (see page 339).

Treatment
There were two sections: an experimental

group (strategy instruction) and a control
group (no strategr instruction). Students who
signed up for third-year Russian in l99l-92
were randomly assigned to one of the two
groups.2 They were told that we were looking
for ways to improve their listening compre-
hension in Russian, but theywere not told that
the two groups were receiving different kinds
of listening instruction. Both groups met three
times a week in SGminute classe, used the
same course materials, and followed thesame
syllabus. During the entire two yean, the ex-
perimental group was taught by one of the ex-
perimenters who has extensive experience in
strategy-based language instmction, while
during the first year the control group was
taught by another instructor who had no fa-
miliarity with stratery-based instruction. The
experimental and control groups viewed the
sarne videos in the same sequence and spent
approximately the same amount of time (20
minutes on the average) on each of the 45
video segments. Thus, both groups received
approximately 15 hours of video inSruction in
an academic year. However, different lesson
plans were prepared for the two sections. The
lesson plans for the experimental section fo-
cused on developing listening strategies,
while the plans for the control group concen.
trated on using the content of the videos as a
basis forspeaking and writing activities. Table

rcREIGN IA,NGUAGE ANNAI-S_FALL I 996

2 (see page J40-) shows how strategies were
taught in the experimental group and how the
video materials were presented to the control
group.

Measures of Listening Comprehension
Prior to the beginning of video instruction

in the fall semester, students were given two
pretests of listening comprehension (a video
comprehension test and an audio compre-
hension test). The same two tests were used at
the end of the following spring semester.

The video comprehension test was devel-
oped especially for this study since no stan-
dardized listening tests based on video exist.
The test contained 29 openended and guided-
recall questions about segments representing
the genres that were used in stratery instruc-
tion. The test consisted of four parts: 1. A sim-
ple news segment; 2. An interview; 3. A drama;
4. A more difficult news segment. These seg-
ments reflected the three kinds of texts in-
cluded in the subsequent listening strategy
instruction. The maximum score was 36
points. Gain scores, i.e., the difference be
tween pretest and posttest scores, seryed as
one of the measures of improvement in listen-
ing comprehension.

fu an additional measure, we also used the
listening portion of the Comprehensive Russ
ian Proficiency Test @ducational Testing Ser-
vice 1990), a standardized test designed for
ACTFL Novice and Intermediate level listen-
ers, consisting of 22 multiplechoice questions
based on simulated-authentic and authentic
audio segments.The maximum score was 22
points. Gain scores, i.e., the difference be-
tween pretest and posttest scores, served as
another measure of improvement.

Video Segments Used in Sratery
Insbrrction

We used video rather than audio as input
for promoting the use of listening strategies
because TV-generation students often find.
video more interesting, challenging, and moti-
vating than audio recordings and because
video allows for the use of a wider range of
strategies than audio. During the fint year of
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the study (1991-92), we selected sevem.l hun-
dred segments from simulated authentic ma-
terials developed for leamers of Russiafl, 6
well as segments from authentic materials
recorded from SCOIA broadcasts, Russian
television, and movies. We decided to use the
simulated-authentic materials as a bridge be
tween the simplified materials that the stu-
dens were exposed to during their first two
years of Russian, and authentic television and
movie materials. In this way, we wanted to
take some prersure off the participants and
allow them to experience some success in a
skill area that was new to them.

We piloted various types of segments in a
third-year Russian class in AY iggGgl to de
termine the-optimum length, the appropriate
Ievel of difficulty, and the types of activities
that would be suitable for teaching listening
comprehension strategies. From this initial
bank of segments, we selected 45 clips for use
in our study. Our general criteria for selecting
video segments were the following:

kngth. Pilots of videos of varying lengths
showed that segments longer than 2.5 minutes
were too long forstudents at this level of Russ
ian. Students commented that they could not
maintain full concentration when viewing
such long segments, particularly those that in-
volved "talking heads." The optimal length ap
peared to be in the range of 30 seconds to two
minutes, depending to some extent on the
segment. For instance, students could follow
longer dramatic segments than news reporb.

Difficulty. While it was not always possible
to predict the difficulty level of the segments,
pilots led us to consider background knowF,
edge, such as prior familiarity with topic
and/or situation, presence of relevant visual
and other cluqs, presence of auditorily recog
nizable cognates and familiar words and
phrases, clarity and speed of speech, familiar-
ity of dialect, and background noise.

Genre. Joiner (1990) proposed a number of
criteria for selecting videos, among them dif-
ferences in genre. For purposes of our study,
we wanted to consider how three common
video genres affect strategy choice. These
three genres represented a continuum from
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written language delivered orally, at one ex-
treme, to conversational language, at the
other extreme (Chafe 1985; Tannen 1982,
1985). The three genres were news reports, in-
terviews, and dramas.

Pilots showed that segments containing in-
teractional encounters and conversational
language, such as movie scenes, were easier
than passages with little or no interaction,
such as news reports. Based on these criteria,
we selected four different types of video ma-
terials. Their main features are presented in
Table 3 (see page 341).

State$es Taught
Our selection of strategies took into ac-

count rqsearch findings on the need for in-
struction in both cognitive and metacognitive
strategia, the specific strategies that success
ful leamers reported using, and the relation
between stratery use and text type. The range
of strategies taught included the following:

Me taco gn i tiue S trate g ie s
a. Planning, e.g., deciding how many times

to view a particularsegment, whether to view
it with the sound on or off, determining how
to break up the segment into manageable por-
tions.

b. Defining goals, e.g., deciding what ex-
actly to listen for, determining how much
needs to be understood.

c. Monitoing, e.g., assessing one's compre
hension, identifying sources of difficulty, iso.
Iating problematic portions.

d. Eualuating, e.g., essessing the effective
ness of stntegies used.

Cognitiue Strategies
a. Predicting content based on visual clues,

background knowledge, genre of the seg-
menf information from the clip itself, logic of
the story line, actions, and relatiorships.

b.Iistenfng to the hnoutn, e.g., cognates, fa-
miliar or partially familiar words and phrases.

c. IJstening for redundancies, e.g., repeated
words and phrases.

d. LiSening to tone of uoice and intonation.
e. Rsourcing, e.g., jotting down words and
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phrases to find out what they mean, orsearclr
ing for background information.

In addition, we taught special cognitive
strategies for each genre:

l. Drama-focus on the story line.
2. Intensieu,r-attention to the question- and-

answer sequence
3. News-consideration of who, whaf

where, when, and how.

Results
The hypothesis that systematic instruction

in the use of cognitive and metacognitive
strategies will result in the improvement of lis
tening comprehension was confirmed. Stu-
dents who received strategy instruction
improved significantly (chi-square 5.S,
p<0.05) over those who did not receive such
instruction on the video test. Table 4 (see
poge 342) shows that at least nvice as many
students in the experimental group showed at
least a ten-percent improvement on the video
comprehension posttest as those in the con_
trol group.

Table 5 (see poge 342) shows that on the
audio test the difference between the two
groups in terms of percentage of students in
the two groups who showed improvement
failed to reach significance (chi*quare 3.85,
p=0.067).

Given the small size of the sample, the
threat of making a Type II enor (failing to re
ject the null hypothesis when it is actually
false) was great. Therefore, we used a t-test to
determine the effect size of group differences.
Results showed that the difference between
pretest and posttest video comprehension
scores was 0.44. According to Cohen (l9gg),
this is a mediumsize effect.

Periodic written comments from the stu-
dents regarding strategies they used while
they were working on listening tasks, showed
that they leamed to manage their approach to
listening through the use of metacognitive
strategies.

For instance, they were able to give the rea-
sons why they had decided to watch a partic-
ular video with the sound off. In some cases.
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students indicated that they elected to first
watch asegment with the sound off in order to
get a general idea of what it rvas about from
the visual clues alone. In other cases, students
reported that tuming the picture off was help
ful when listening to some of the news for the
second time because the visuals were dis-
tracting.

Among other metacognitive strategies re
ported by the students was the ability to de
termine whether they wanted to listen to a
passage again, and to state it.hat precisely
they were looking for in a replay.

Finally, there is evidence that, with im-
proved self-efficacy, students' confidence in
their ability to listen to authentic Russian was
greatly enhanced. The clearest indication was
the fact that four of the students felt bold
enough to staft watching Russian movies on
their own.

Discussion
The medium*ize effect derived from the t-

test provides confirmation that strategy in-
struction resulted in improveci performance
on the video test. However, some considera-
tion should be given to the reasons why the re
sults of stftrtery instruction were significant in
the case of video but not significant in the
case of audio. For the purposes of this experi-
ment, the ETS audio test had several major
limitations. Fint of all, it should be recognized
that the audio test did not parallel the type of
instruction given. Throughout rhe strategy
training period, learners were instructed to
use the visual information contained in the
videos to facilitate their iistening comprehen-
sion; however, this processing support was
missing in the audio test. Secondll', many of
the items in the ETS audio test were not di-
rectly related to the genres that rt'e taught. Fi-
nally, over l0 percent of students scored at
least 80 percent correct on the pretest, leaving
little room for improvement.

Finally, some consideration should be
given to thq reasons why the gain scores on
the video comprehension test were relatively'
modest. It is important to note that students
showed Iittle improvement on two of the test
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segments (the interview and the more com- priate background knowledge. Finally, strat-plex news segment) because they were too egt instructiin should take place over trongermany levels above their level- of listening periods of instruction. In addition, more timecomprehension' Fifteen hours of exposure to should ue J"Jicuted to listening both in andauthentic video and leamer strategy instruc- outside-ot tungu-;i1""ff;#i ** empha-tion were not sufficient to .nsute.such a large * o1 n" p.l* of listening rather than onimprovement' It may well be that leame-n merely prwiding opportunities to listen or onmay need an initially higher threshold of lis testing of listening comprehension.tening comprehension in order to benefit
from .listening stratery instruction dealing with NOTEScertain kinds of texts' such as intervieG and I Elaboratingstrategy means using prior curturalnews that are not visually reinforced and/orworld knowredge to process information; rn-(shohamy and Inbar l99l)' fercncingstrategy refens to detecting rerationships

Conclusions 
arnong units of information that are not presented

rhis srudy used one experimentar and one ffil,'H,:[:,:Xli:f,"#f, 'J'il'"? ijTJ:control teacher in real classrooms with au- nerq /rsten ing n the hnownmeans attending to fa-thentic video material to consider whether mifiar uocab-utary and grammar to proceq< a text;teaching cognitive and metacognitive strate uisuatizationstniery refers to forming a visual repgies would improve listening comprehension. r*#;;';il;, is being said; and serr+nonitor-Despite the size of the samplu, the difficulty of ,ng stratery r"un, noticing the extent of one,sthe Russian language, and the relativety strort comprehension while listening.length of training, one dependent miasure 2 Each student was given a number taken from(video test) showed asignidcant advantage of the tabre of random numbers. The numbers werethe experimental over the control gro;p. e written on slips of paper that were folded andsecond dependent measure (audio test) did phced in 
" 

uo*. e person not involved in the proi-not reach significance' The experiment is the ect reached into ttre uox and pulled out one slip atfint longitudinal' classroom-based strategy in- a time. He was instructed to prace the srips into twostruction for listening that demonstrates ne pires. These pn"s let"rrined the composition ofpositive effect of .such training. Even though n" *o groups.
improvement in listening comprehersion is a
slow process' results on the video test lead 

's 
NoTEThis study was supported by the u.s. D*to believe that leamers can benefi[ from in- ..parunentof Education, Intemationar Researchandstruction that facilitates appropriate use of 

'Stuoies 
program, washington, DC, under grantstrategies in listening' number potzeooo32. We wish to thank sarahMore researr-:h is needed to validate these g"rt"rdandVanessaBittner,whospentcountless

results' It should consider other languages, in- hours in search of suitable video segmen$;clude largersamples, more time, and teachen Michaer Mlson, who patientry entered the data; Drwho are wellequipped to conduct instruction John Dich,ho 
"nthuriastically taughr the conholin noninteractive listening strate.gy. Furttrer- *uo,and rast, but not reast, Dr. caror Reisen, whomore' video tests should be based on a better Lrrormeo the statisticar anarpes upon which thismatch between the students' current level of report is based. Finally, we would like to thank theIistening comprehension and the level of oral c"nr", ior rnr"-.#;n studies of the u.s. Depart-texts and tasks they are required to perform ment of Education, whose support made this studywith these texts. For intermudiate leamers, this [iur*means more segments with an episodic struc_

ture and segmenb in which there is a good
amount of visual support as well as a reason- ,. .. : . :._: . :
able assumption that they possess the appro-
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. TABI,r 2

sample Lesson Plans for E:rperimental and control Groups

DTERTMENTAT TESSoN piaN, .., | 
" 

coNTRoL LESSON PIAry. ,

l. watch the video with the sound off to I wut.n the segment twice with the sound

get a generar idear of its content I on Then playact one of the three roleplay

6;"dili;" n*"a oo J"out cues). I situations similar to the action in the video

I presented.

2. Working in pain, predict what the I
characters might be saying to each I
other. Jot your Predictions down i
@rediction based on knowledge

of the language)

3. Watch the video again to verify your
p red icti ons (verifi cation)-

4. Working with a partner, iot down as
many familiar words and phrases that
you actually heard, as you can recall
(familiar elements).

5. Decide whether you need to watch i
the video again @lanning) and what i
specific elements you will listen for I
(goal definition). i
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. TABLE 3

Features of Materials Used in Strategr Instruction

SimulateGauthendc

simple, scripted
conversational
language

scripted
conversational
language

spontaneous
conversationirl
language

mostly short
utterances

written language
read out loud

long utterances

complex syntax

highly differentiated
vocabulary

varying amounts of
visual support

monolog

j short utterances short utterancqs

simple syntax

many pauses

frequent vocabulary

extensive visual
suppon

dialog or polylog

extensive visual' little visual support
support
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mostly simple
syntax

both simple and
complex syntax

tew pauses,
no pause fillen

many pauses many pauses
and pause fillen

mostly frequent
vocabulary

occasional topic-
specific specialized
vocabulary

dialog or polylog i aiutog or polylog
I

mostly informal j mostty formal
register I register

episodic structure question-and-
answer structure

episodic structure
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TABLE 5

Pereent of Students Who Improved on the Audio Posttest

TABLE 4

Percent of Students Who Improved on the Video Posttest

Groupc , ,, ..
. . . t : :  .  * .11

Experimental 7A.8yo E.2To

Control 30.8% 69.2%

Groups Percent of students ,,
*ho lmProved', :..!o:l.;l'...'i; 'o r:r:i

Pereent of students
who dld not improve

Experimental 87.5% t2.5%

Control 61.5o/o 38.570
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